Lesson 1

Types of Cameras

Types of cameras – advantages and disadvantages
• Most cameras can be grouped into 5 main types: Digital SLR (DSLR), Mirrorless
Cameras, Bridge cameras, Compact (point-and-shoot), and camera phones.

DSLR

Compact

Mirrorless Camera

Bridge Camera

Phone Camera

Camera Phone – advantages and disadvantages
Pros:
• Very portable
• You always have it on you
• The more modern phones have good image
quality and better lenses
• Lots of apps to edit and share photos Instagram
• Attachable lens available - Lens has its
own sensor, battery and memory - photos get
transferred to the camera

Cons:
• Not as many features and options as
other types of cameras
• Image quality not as good as other
cameras
• May not have a flash
• Doesn’t work as well in low light
conditions

Compact Camera– advantages and disadvantages
Pros:

Cons:

• Less expensive than DSLR and bridge

• Image quality not as good as DSLR and

cameras

bridge cameras

• Small enough to fit in your pocket

• Image quality poor in low light conditions

• Less of a learning curve to learn how to

• Most compact cameras cannot change

use compared to the bigger cameras
• Often the best choice for everyday
snapshots

lenses
• Doesn’t have the same functionality as
DSLR and bridge cameras

Bridge Camera– advantages and disadvantages
Pros:

Cons:

• Higher quality image quality than most

• Image quality not as good as a DSLR

compact cameras
• Includes many of the same manual
controls as a DSLR
• Often has a very powerful zoom lens Nikon CoolPix P510 - 42X zoom - equivalent
of 1000mm lens on 35 mm camera

• Most bridge cameras cannot change
lenses - if lens gets damaged the
camera needs to be replaced
• Less portable than compact cameras

Mirrorless Cameras– advantages and disadvantages
Pros:

Cons:

• Smaller and lighter that DSLR

• Autofocus system slower than DSLR

cameras - Ideal for travel
• Typically cheaper than DSLR cameras
• Image quality can be as good as the
DSLR - Sony Alpha A7 Full Frame
• Interchangeable lenses

cameras
• Some Mirrorless cameras only have a LCD
screen for viewing
• Number of lenses available is limited to
model

DSLR (Digital Single Lens Reflex) – advantages and disadvantages
Pros:

Cons:

• Best image quality

• More expensive

• Ability to switch lenses and change

• Less portable than other types

settings manually giving you more control
over your photography
• Large sensor allows for good photos in low
light conditions
• Can attach a Flash Gun

• More difficult to learn how to use
• You may need to buy additional
lenses to get the most out of the camera

Lens Type
Compacts:
• Most compact have a fixed lens. This
may have a zoom or may not depending
on model. Its magnification is fixed and
can not be changed – it you have a
zoom magnification of 8X, then you are
stuck with a zoom magnification of 8X.
• Some of the newer compact models offer
interchangeable lenses. These lenses
can have a fixed focal length (28mm,
50mm etc.) or have zoom capabilities
(16-50mm, 55-210mm etc.)
• Lenses with a fixed focal length such
as a 28mm lens are called ‘Prime
lenses’, while lenses with varying focal
lengths are called ‘Zoom lenses’.

Lenses fro SLR cameras

• SLR type camera allow you to change
the lens.
• There area a large variety of Prime and
zoom lenses available for SLR
cameras on the market, far more than the
compact cameras with interchangeable
lenses.
• These lenses are categorised into four
main categories:
•
•
•
•

Prime
Zoom Lenses
Macro Lenses (close-up)
Wide Angle Lenses

Advice on Choosing a
Camera

Choosing a Camera - Mega Pixels

Megapixels: More often than not when choosing a camera we get seduced
by the amount of megapixels the camera can capture. The more the better
you would think. Well, it really depends what you are going to do with the
photos.
If you just want to show you photos on a digital interface, then a camera with
a 3 to 5 megapixel range will do just fine - 2MP for HD.
If you want to produce 10X8” prints, then a camera with 6 MP will do just
fine.
If you want to produce 17X11” (A3) prints, then a 16MP camera will do.

Choosing a Camera - Purpose

What do you want the camera for?
Before you go out and buy a really fancy
camera, you really should take into
consideration why you’re getting it.
Do you want it to shoot bands at concerts?
Family gatherings? Scenery while on
vacation? Professional photo shoots?
Headshots for actors? Your intent really
matters.

Choosing a Camera - Purpose

You don’t need a big camera!
Bigger isn’t necessarily better.
There’s no need to rush out and buy the latest
DSLR for quality photography.
You should be more passionate about how the
image looks than how the camera looks.

Choosing a Camera - Purpose

Will your smartphone do!

Your smartphone camera will work great in
bright conditions.
As smartphone technology continues to
evolve, better cameras get shoved into
phones.
It’s increasingly common that consumers
simply use phone cameras rather than
standalone cameras.

What Comes with the
Camera

What comes with the camera
Memory Cards
• A memory card is a temporary storage
device used to store your digital photo
data.
• Memory cards come in different types to
suit particular models of cameras. They also
vary in capacity and speed to suit your
needs.
• SD (secure digital card) – SD cards are the
most popular cards on the market with most
camera manufactures.
• There storage and speed differs, with a
variety of cards available for all situations.
• Compact Flash (CF) – Used in DSLR
cameras - CF cards are larger and stronger
than SD cards and more suitable to use in
adverse conditions (temp as low as -25⋅C)
– High data transfer speed – up to 100 MB

What comes with the camera
Batteries:
• Depending on the model of your camera,
You pretty much have two choices when it
comes to digital camera batteries:
rechargeable AA, or camera specific
battery packs.
• You can use standard (non-rechargeable) AA
batteries in cameras that are compatible with
them. The problem is that your digital camera
will wear these out quickly and are
expensive to keep replacing.
• Rechargeable AA batteries for digital
cameras are called Nickel Metal Hydride
(NiMH). These batteries can be recharged
hundreds of times but don’t hold a charge
for very long.
• Lithium Ion: The other type that comes with
camera is a Lithium Ion pack. These battery
types are rechargeable and come with a
custom charger that only works with that
battery type.

What comes with the camera
USB Lead:
• You digital camera will be supplied with a
USB lead to connect to your digital
camera to your computer.
• To transfer images from your camera to
your computer simply connect the
smaller end of the USB cable to
your camera and the larger end to a
USB port in your computer and turn
on your camera.
• There are several methods for saving
your photos onto your computer
from your camera. One method is to
locate your camera in ‘my computer’
and copy your images into a folder you
have created on the desktop or ‘my
pictures’.

What comes with the camera
AV Cable:
• Some cameras come with an AV (audio/
visual) cable to connect your camera
to your television when you want to
view your images directly from the
camera to the TV.

• Some of the higher-end cameras come
with a HDMI (high definition
multimedia interface) cable that allows
you to view high definition video directly
from your camera to your high definition
TV.

•
•
•

A. A/V out jack to the camera
B. Audio / Video input jacks on the TV
C. Dedicated AV cable

•
•
•

A. HDMI connector of the camera
B. HDMI TV jack
C. HDMI cable

What comes with the camera
Software:
• Your camera will come with software that
will vary depending on the manufacturer. At
its most basic, the software that came with
the camera will allow you to organise your
photos into folders and the ability to
apply effects and alterations to your
images to enhance their look.
• Apart from the software you get with your
camera and the ones on your computer,
you have an infinite choice of photo editing
software available to you. Adobe
Photoshop is the industry standard for
professionals and serious enthusiast; but
Photoshop is overkill for the average user.
• Adobe Photoshop Elements is
Photoshop’s little brother and is a great
package and offers a lot of the features of
Photoshop without the large price tag.
There are a number of free packages
available that are of a good standard.
Picasa is good for organising your images
and has some editing features.

Camera Accessories

Camera Bags

Camera Accessories - Camera Bags

•

How you protect your camera will often
determine the lifespan of the camera.

•

The purpose of a camera bag is to protect your
camera from accidental falls, scratches,
moisture, dust etc. It can also hold your camera
accessories, such as a spare battery, spare
memory card, lens cloth, filters etc.

•

There are a variety of diﬀerent camera bags on the
market that are for the way in which the bag will be
carried. A camera bag might be designed to be
carried like a backpack, a shoulder bag, on the
hip, or simply in the hand with a handle. Some
even have a holster design, attaching to one's
belt.

Camera Accessories - Types of Camera Bags
•

Compact Camera Case: The best option
for compact systems for protection is the
camera case. This hard shell protects the
camera against bumps and scratches
and some come with a strap for around
your neck.

•

Holster: Holster’s can fit the largest fixedlens camera or a non-pro DSLR with a
single general purpose lens. This is the
most common type of bag for people
who have just one lens. Typically, they
have one or two pockets to keep extra
batteries, extra memory and a camera
cleaning cloth. Holsters are usually held
with a wide shoulder strap. Some models
also include a belt loop.

Camera Accessories
•

Shoulder Bags: Shoulder bags vary in size and
are designed to hold a single camera. Shoulder
bags have much more compartments than
holsters and their interior can be reorganised by
moving padded dividers. They are designed to
carry numerous pieces of equipment together but
keep them from damaging each other. Shoulder
bags are carried over the shoulder with a strap.

•

Backpack: Backpacks are the largest and
probably the most comfortable way to carry
photographic equipment. Camera backpacks
generally look like ordinary backpacks but are
designed to securely hold photographic gear.
These backpacks are fitted with foam dividers
which can be rearranged to keep items in place
and from knocking against each other. The exterior
of some camera backpacks is designed to carry a
tripod. These bags vary in size, but generally carry
a lot of camera gear.

Camera Accessories - Tripods

A tripod is used to stabilise a camera when
taking a photograph.
Tripods will provide cleaner, sharper
images, particularly in low-light conditions
when a slower than ideal shutter speed is
required.
As the name suggests a tripod has three
legs to stabilise the camera.
Depending on the size of your camera,
whether a compact or DSLR you will have to
get a tripod to support the weight of your
camera.

Camera Accessories - Tripods

Mini/table top Tripod
Small and lightweight, a mini-tripod easily
fits into any camera bag.
It can be placed on a table top or other level
surface when needed.
Some mini tripods have flexible legs, so it
can be wrapped around an object for
stability.
Some even have magnetic ends for
attaching to metal surfaces.

Camera Accessories - Tripods

Full Size Tripod
full-sized tripods can hold heavy cameras
with long telephoto lenses.
They have heavy duty construction and offer
a variety of special features to include,
changeable heads (ball head, pan and tilt,
fluid head, geared head).
The less expensive tripods are made out of
aluminium, whereas the more expensive
models are made out of ligt weight carbon
fiber.

Camera Accessories
Tripod Heads
One of the most important considerations when
buying a tripod is selecting the type of head for your
purpose.The two most common tripod head types
are ‘Ball’ and ‘Pan & Tilt’.

Pan & Tilt: A pan and tilt head is probably the most
common tripod head on the market.
It allows independent rotation of the camera about
two or three axes.
Typical pan heads have lockable levers for each
axis - up and down and side to side.
They are ideal for studio work or any situation that
requires precise movement.

Camera Accessories

Ball Head
A ball head tripod is one of the most popular
options for anyone looking for a tripod.
They uses a ball and socket joint to create a
smooth and free moving joint.
The ball will be fixed onto the camera and the
socket will be fixed to the tripod.
Ball heads oﬀer the convenience of simple controls,
but are lacking in terms of precise movements.

Camera Accessories - Tripods

Unlike a tripod, monopods cannot support a
camera independently, they have to be
held by the photographer in a stable
manner.
They offer greater stability than hand-held
cameras reducing camera shake in low light
conditions or when using a long lens.
They are light and easier to carry than
tripods and most models are telescopic.
Useful when you want to stabilise a
telephoto lens in daylight conditions.

Camera Straps

Camera Accessories - Straps

The 3 main types of camera straps are the
wrist strap, neck strap and the sling.
Wrist Strap
The wrist strap is generally used with smaller
cameras but are also available for DSLR
users.
The downside to them is that the camera is
always in your hand, and this can put a lot of
strain on your wrist with bigger cameras.

Camera Accessories - Starps

Neck Strap
They are attached to the camera at two points
and hang around the neck.
These type of straps offer a lot of flexibility for
photographers. They can easily be removed
from around the neck for work on a tripod or
just for putting away.
The downside to neck strap’s is all the weight
of the camera pulls on the back of the neck
when out of the photographers hands.

Camera Accessories - Starps

Slings
A camera sling is a strap that is made
specifically for those of us that prefer to
“sling” the camera over a shoulder and
across the body.
One of the benefits to the sling strap system is
that the camera isn’t in danger of slipping
off the shoulder. It also limits swinging of
the camera when you bend over.
Another benefit is the added comfort by
slinging the camera over the shoulder and
across the body. More of the weight is
distributed onto the shoulder and a little of
the hips.

Filters

Fliters

Filters are designed to modify the recorded image.
Sometimes they can be used to make subtle change; other
times the image would not be possible without them.
UV Filter: These are thin, circular pieces of clear glass
that fit over the front of your lens.
A UV (ultra violet) filter on a film camera reduces
haziness created by ultraviolet light. Digital cameras
have blocks and filters of their own to stop everything
from Infrared to UV light from interfering with your
pictures so the the filters design purpose isn't need on a
digital camera.
What makes the UV filter so useful for digital cameras is its
protective function for your lens. By attaching a UV filter
to the front of the lens the filter can protect against
scratches, falls, abrasions caused by sand etc. The filter
can be cleaned regularly without damage to the lens
surface or coating; a filter scratched by cleaning is much
cheaper to replace than a lens.

Cleaning Accessories

Cleaning Accessories
Depending on your model of camera and whether you
can remove the camera lens or not your camera
cleaning accessories will vary in complexity.
The main cleaning utensils are:
Lens cloth: Microfiber cloth used to remove dust and
oils from your lens and LCD. These cloths are washable.
Blower: Used to remove dust and unwanted particles
fro the outside or inside of your camera.
Brushes: Made of soft hair to prevent scratches on your
lens, these brushes are designed to remove dust and
other unwanted particles from your camera.
Cleaning Fluid: Used to remove smudges and streaks
on your lens or filter. Used in conjunction with a lens
cloth.
Sensor Swabs: Designed specifically for DSLR
cameras types, these swabs are used in conjunction
with a cleaning fluid to clean away unwanted dust
from the sensor on your camera.

